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The objective of this study is to test
the validity and usefulness of western stock eval-
uation concepts in the local setting. By first
running through a profile of western writers and
their theories in the literature review, the author
was able to compare the findings of the study with
existing concepts.
The main theme oz the empirical stiuay was
to determine by multiple regression analysis, the
relationship between earnings, dividends, net asset
value (together with their relat.edvariables) and
share prices. As a sequel to the main study, price-
earnings ratio is studied in relation to the afore-
said variables. Since the study was essentially a
cross-sectional analysis, the regression analysis
.was repeated for each of the four years between
1069 and 1972, with the aid of an ICL statistical
Dacage.
The results on the whole indicated great
similarity between U.S. and H.K. markets. Earnings
and then dividends were found to be the two important
determinants of share prices. Asset value, inter-
estingly, turned out to be of some significance in
Hong Kong, although it was attached with little
imiortance in U.S.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 STOCK INVESTORS INTEND TO MAXIMIZE RETURN AND
MINIMIZE RISK.
Basically, investors either buy stocics for
regular income, capital appreciation or protection
against inflation. Investors who buy shares for
income emphasize on present return in the form of
dividends. Speculators who buy and sell within a
short period, try to maximize future return by
capital appreciation. Finally, long-term investors,
who buy shares as a form of savings, might pay
attention to 'risk' factors as well as 'return'
factors. To summarise in a nutshell, all investors
in stock markets are faced with two decision rules
in stock evaluation: minimizing risk and maximizing
return (in form of dividends collected and capital
appreciation). This risk avoidance and return max--
imization behaviour of investors largely determine
the market price of a stock at a given moment of time.
1.2 'RETURN' VARIABLES AND 'RISK' VARIABLES.
In stock evaluation, if an investor aims
at maximizing return he would study such factors as
earnings, growth, dividends, and yield. For an in-
vestor who wants to minimize risk, he would look
for information on net assets, total assets, invest-
ment diversification and sensitivity of the part-
icular share price to general market movements as
a whole. Traditionally, in western markets, the
major 'return' factors have been earnings and
dividends and their related variables, eg. payout-
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ratio, growth in earnings etc. As for 'risk' fact-
ors, net assets and total assets were popular varia-
bles in stock evaluation in the past, although it
appears they have lost their significance in western
markets for quite a time already.
1.3 THEME OF STUDY.
The central theme of this thesis is a study
of earnings, dividends, and net asset values (to-
gether with their related variables) and their
predictive relationship with share prices. A total
of ten independent variables are identified:-
Return factor:- Earnings per share
(major variable) Growth
in earnings per share,
growth in total earnings.








Additional factor:- Price/earning ratio
These ten independent variables are studied
in relation with share prices by multiple regress-
ion analysis and the relative importance of the ten
variables in determining share prices is consequently
deduced. As the study is fundamentally a cross-
sectional one, the emphirical results rest on a
series of regression analysis, each based on the
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data from forty-six listed companies on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange for a particular year. The
regression analysis is repeated for each of the
four years between 1969 and 1972. The models appear
to fit quite well, accounting for ninety percent of
the variance of price across firms in a particular
year. Moreover the coefficients of the major return
variables (earnings and dividends) have the expected
signs and approximately the expected values (t-stat-
istic), over the four years. Finally, changes in
importance of some variables from year to year
suggest that the model to some extent reflects the
changing patterns of valuation in the market. For
example, rising stock prices are generally accompan-
ied by inceased weight on growth (total assets) and
decreased attention to pure risk factors (net assets
Pnrl rPf a.gsPfser share).
The price/earnings ratio, which shows moder-
ate signifance (except for yr. 1-72 when prices shot
up sky-high) confirms the modern concept that share
price is a 'function of earnings in the form of the
equation: Price= earnings x P/E ratio. As a sequel
to the main study, the author is interested in break-
ing down price/earnings ratio into its possible deter-
minants as far as possible by treating it as the
dependent variable and studying its relationship
with the other nine independent variables. The
portion of variance that cannot be explained by the
independent variables might be attributed to psycho-
logical factors like prestige of firms, confidence
in the management of firms, popularity of industries
etc.
41.4 PURPOSE OF STUDY: TEST VARIABLES AS PRICE DETER-
MINANTS AND COMPARE RESULTS WITH THOSE IN THE U.S.
MARKET.
Besides meeting the thesis requirement for
the degree of Master of Business Administration, the
author has two main objectives in conducting the
study. Firstly, there has been very little research
work done in Hong Kong on stock evaluation. This
study then is intended to partially fill the gap as
a piece of 'grass-roots' work. Secondly, as a con-
sequence of the lack of local research, when one
comes to security analysis techniques, one tends to
rely heavily on findings in western stock markets,
more particularly, the U.S. market. The author,
however, feels it unsafe to assume equivalence be-
tween the U.S. market and the Hong Kong market with-
out the support of local findings. Therefore in
this study, the author intends to test the various
major variables in the Hong Kong market and compare
their importance with that exhibited in the U.S.
market.
The comparison results in both similarity
and dissimilarity. Earnings, dividends and price/
earnings ratio, which form the basis of fundamental
analysis in western markets, are the three most
important independent variables in the Hong Kong
market as well. However asset values, which have
already disappeared from the scene of stock evaluat-
ion in western markets, seems to assume greater
importance in Hong Kong, probably owing to the
scarcity and high value of land in the small British
Colony.
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However, before discussing the comparison
between western and Hong Kong markets in full, a
review of the findings by western writers on earnings,
dividends, net asset values etc. should be made.
6CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 WRITERS HAVE GIVEN GREAT EMPHASIS ON EARNINGS IN
STOCK EVALUATION, ESPECIALLY IN THE ROLE OF MAXIMIZ-
ING RETURN.
Victor Niederhoffer and Patrick J. Regan
(13) in their study of top 50 and bottom 50 perform-
ance stocks, concluded that stock prices were strongly
dependent on earnings changes. Their study showed
that the companies registering the best price changes
were those which included a forecast of moderately
increased earnings and realized profit gain far in
excess of analysts' expectations. The worst per-
formance stocks were characterized by severe earnings
declines.
Niederhoffer and Regan, other than comparing
actual earnings changes and price performance, cal-
culated the estimated earnings changes per dollar of
price and compared them to share prices. They arrived
at the conclusion that accurate earnings forecast
was of enormous value in stock selection.
Volbert S. Whitbeck and 111anown Kisor Jr.
(16) emphasized the rate of growth in earnings per
share rather than past earnings. They held that
historical records were relevant only to the extent
that past performance could provide an insight into
prospective growth. Second to growth in earnings,
'Uhitbeck and Kisor also considered stability of
earnings, as represented by the standard deviation
about the trend of earnings, to be an important
variable in stock evaluation.
Whitbeck and Kisor arrived at an equation
7to determine 'normalized' price-earnings ratio:-
Theoretical P/E= 8.2+ 1.5 (growth rate)+
6.7 (payout ratio)- 0.2 (standard deviat-
ion of earnings about the trend).
Doubtlessly, as investors wish to maximize
their return mainly by price appreciation, prediction
of future earnings (or growth in earnings) is im-
portant if earnings are considered to be a primary
determinant of share price. The major problem,
however, lies in the difficulty to make accurate
forecasts of earnings far into the future. As
David Durand (4) discussed in his theory of the
Petersburg Paradox, if growth in earnings per
share was expected to exceed the rate at which
these earnings were discounted, the.price of share
to which these earnings were related should, theore-
tically, be infinite. However, in practice, no one
would pay so high a price since no one believes that
such rate of growth would last forever. In other
words, the rate of growth is assumed to decrease
sometime in the future.
In fact James C.T. Mao (ii), in his eval-
uation of growth stocks by the investment opportun-
ities approach, distinguished three phases of tem-
porary growth: exponential growth, constant growth
and declining growth. Mao further stated that mere
expansion of the size of companies was not an
important aspect in evaluation of common stock and
that true growth, as distinguished from mere expan-
sion, required expanding opportunities for profit.
In his models, Mao was able to equate share price
to present worth of future earnings plus present
value of company's opportunities to invest funds in
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future. Hence Mao has brought sharper focus on
expected earnings by asserting that price is a
function of earnings which is in turn a function of
the opportunities for profitable investment. The
projection of future earnings then should not be a
simple extrapolation of the historical earnings but
should take into account all economic, financial,
and political factors having a bearing on the
comDanv's business.
It is not difficult to combine the above-
mentioned studies. Niederhoffer talked about actual
earnings, Whitbeck about rate of growth and stability
in earnings, 1-iao about future earnings and investment
opportunities. In short, jointly, they relate past,
present, and future earnings and their trends to
share prices.
It seems beyond doubt that earnings are
popularly assumed to have great influence on the
market price of a stock. Since most investors wish
to sell stocks at a higher price to maximize their
return in the form of capital appreciation, it can
be said that focus is given on earnings mainly
because of the return-maximization behaviour of
investors.
2. 2 IN CLASSIC THEORY, TIDE VALUE OF A STOCK DEPENDS ON
PRESENT AND FUTURE DIVIDENDS. IN THE MODERN SETTING,
IT IS CONTROVERSIAL AS TO WHETHER DIVIDEND-ORIENTED
METHODS ARE OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE IN SECURITIES
EVALUATION.
John Burr Williams (15) defined the
9
value of stock as the present value of all present
and future dividends to be paid on it. Thus he
arrived at a simple formula as follow:-




i= the rate at which the dividends are
discounted.
This equation assumes that investment is
held for a very long time. If one wishes to assume
shorter periods, one can simply add to the right
hand side of the equation the present value of money-
received by selling the stock.
James E. Walter (14) included earnings
retained, return on investment and market capital-
ization rate into his formula, which then implied
that the optimal dividend payouts should be deter-
mined by the profitability of investment. His formula
was:-
Where P= market price per share of common stock
D= dividend per share
E= earnings per share
r= return on investment
k= market capitalization rate
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According to this model, shareholders are
indifferent to dividend payouts only if the return
offered by investments equals or exceeds the required
return.
It was Modigliani and Miller (12) who
presented the most comprehensive argument for the
irrelevance of dividends. M M argued that the firm's
value was determined by the earning power of the firm's
assets and that this value-was not influenced by
the manner in which the earnings were split between
dividend payments and retained earnings. M M sug-
gested that the benefits of a large dividend payout
will be offset by the decline in market price be-
cause of the need for external financing. M M at
first assumed taxes and transaction costs exemption
and perfect certainty by every investor as to future
investments and profits of the firm. They dropped
the assumption of perfect certainty later and went
on to discuss the case of uncertainty. M M concluded
that dividend policy continued to be irrelevant
because they considered that any two firms with the
same prospective future earnings and business risk
should have the same share price in a rational
market, as greater dividend payouts either weakened
prospective dividends or lowered the terminal market
price. In another word, current dividend policy
cannot uplift share price in a rational market as
the total present value of all dividends plus term-
inal value is not altered.
Myron J. Gordon (6), however, took quite
a different point of view. He argued that the pay-
ment of current dividends resolved the uncertainty
in the minds of the investors and investors were
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willing to pay a higher price for the stocly that
offered greater current dividends, All investors,
Gordon maintained, were adverse to risk, and hence
the rate of return required by investors would rise
with the percentage of earnings retained, making the
retention of earnings a more expensive method of
financing.
Gordon used dividends, retained earning,
changes in dividens, and changes in retained earn-
ings as variables in his study of the relationship
between dividend payouts and price-earnings ratios.
He found that the payout ratio and changes in the
payout ratio had a very signficant influence on price-
earning ratios. Therefore Gordon concluded that
dividends were an important determinant of share
Drices.
8.3 IN THEORY, TO RECONCILE EARNINGS AND DIVIDENDS,
EARNINGS CAN BE TREATED AS POWER TO GIVE DIVIDENDS,
EARNINGS, HOWEVER, CONTINUE TO BE THE PRIMARY PRA-
rTT:'l*A T T r IN STOCK EVALUATION,
In classical theory, the value of a stock
depends entirely on future dividends, discounted by
the relevant risk-free interest rates and adjusted
for risk. If the initial buyer sells to a second
buyer, the price sold should be determined by expect-
ation of discounted future dividends from that time
on. Consequently, the current value of a stock can
be defined as the discounted total of dividends for
all buyers of the stock.
Earnings can be looked upon as a proxy for
dividends. If earnings can be assumed as the cash
flow in excess of the amount needed to operate the
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business, management should be able to payout 100
percent of earnings as dividends. Hence earnings
provide the means of giving dividends, although they
seldom pay out in full because of investment opport-
unities for further growth. From this view point,
earnings can be regarded as total dividends (a port-
Sri rid out. and a portion retained).
It is a popular view that dividends are
distinctly subordinate to earnings as a pragmatic
determinant of stock value, because more investors
aim at selling their stocks at higher prices rather
than collecting regular dividends. For practical
purpose, there is no surprise to find the popular
concept that the price of a stock is a function of
earnings and no longer a function of dividends as
in the classical theory. However to completely
disregard dividends is a mistake, because there is
enough evidence for us to recognise that the price
of a stock moves up or down when an increase or
decrease of dividends is announced, especially during
a reduction of dividends. Investors tend to look
at dividends as what the management of the company
thinks the future earnings are going to be. This
information content of dividends do play a part
in the psychological factors that influence investors,
However, the basic influence then is not dividends
as income but as the expectations of future perfor-
mance.
In recent stocy evaiuation models, many
include dividends together with earnings, the major
variable, into the evaluation formula. Robert M.
Baylis and Suresh L. Bhirud (2), for example, treated
dividends as part of earnings in the assessment of
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a growth stock. They assumedthat dividends were
reinvesed to buy additional number of shares.
Hence if E(o)= the earnings per share in
yr. zero
AE= annual growth rate in earn-
ings per share
D= dividend yield.
"ET", the total realized earnings at the
end of any year "g" by investing in one share was
given by:-
2.4 ASSET VALUES PLAY A MINOR ROLE IN THE U.S. STOCK
MARKET MAINLY IN MINIMIZING RISK,
According to Graham, Dodd, and Cottle(5)
in the past it was customary to attach considerable
importance to the asset value of a common stock in
evaluating its 'worth'. Nowadays, however, in the
U.S. Stock Market, asset values are ignored while
earnings and dividends become the common indicators.
There is a trend to confine the treatment of asset
values to limited areas like public utility and
financial companies. In the case of financial
companies, the assets (which are mainly cash, invest-
ments and receivables) are highly representative of
their actual liquidating values, and hence asset
values are used mainly as a 'floor value' or minimum
ra in avoiding risk of bankruptcy of the companies.
Edward I Altman (1) in his Discriminant
Analysis Study of prediction of corporate bankruptcy
also indicated that asset values were the denominator
of almost all of his ratios to predict bankruptcy.
His discriminant function was as follows:-
ET= E(o) x (1+AE)g x (1-D)g
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Where X1= working capital/total assets.
X2= retained earnings/total assets.
X3= earnings before interest and taxes/total
X= market value equity/book value of total
4 debt.
X5= sales/total assets.
Jerome B. Cohen, Edward D. Zinbarg and
Arthur Zeikel (3) recognised that one source of
common stock value was the shareholder's claim to
asset values in case the corporation was liquidated.
However, they were of the opinion that this claim
was insignificant because an efficiently operating
corporation would not be liquidated, and an ineffic-
iently operated company was not likely to have much
asset values left for shareholders on liquidation.
Cohen, Zinbarg and Zeikel further held that
in the case of financial firms, asset values played
a part in stock evaluation not because of their
'value', but because assets provided the basis for
prospective earnings. In another word, it is the
earning power that causes an asset to have a value
tat can be transmitted to stock prices.
To sum up in a nutshell, asset value, alth-
ough was once important in the past (some forty years
ago), appears to have largely disappeared from the
scene of stock evaluation in the U.S. Stock market.
Nowadays asset values in evaluating certain type of
companies play only a minor role in minimizing risk
for investors. Finally, asset values can be recon-
ciled with earnings by treating assets as a present
15
basis for future earnings.
2.5 IT IS CONTROVERSIAL AS TO WHETHER THE PAST PRICE-
EARNINGS RATIO IS USEFUL AS A VARIABLE TO PREDICT
SHARE PRICE.
The price-earnings ratio is defined as
market price per share over earnings per share. In
some studies P/E ratios are treated as an independ-
ent variable to predict market price while in others
P/E ratios are the dependent variable, itself being
the unknown factor.
For example, Myron J. Gordon (6), in his
study of whether the dividend payout had significance
in stock evaluation, used price-earnings ratios as
the dependent variable and dividend payouts as the
independent variable. Gordon found that the payout
ratio had a very significant influence on the price--
earnings ratio.
Robert A. Levy and Spero L. Kripotos (9),
on the other hand, used the price-earnings ratio as
an independent variable to compare its usefulness
in predicting share price with that of 'earnings
growth' and 'relative price strength'. Levy and
Kripotos employed cross-classification analysis in
their research and found that the price-earni ngs
ratio was substantially inferior to 'relative price
strength' and 'earnings growth' in predicting share
prices. In the cross-classification analysis, the
securities groups classified according to price-
earnings ratios showed no improvement on the twenty-
six weeks returns, while either relative price
strength or earnings growth as primary measure would
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produce above-average results. Levy and Kripotos,
therefore, concluded that the price-earnings ratio
was of comparatively little use as a primary method
of selecting stocks.
Robert A. Levy, in another s cua.y 01 low
P/E stocks, again dispelled the popular belief that
low 'price/earnings stocks were resistant to a declin-
ing market trend. In his study, 227 securities were
grouped according to their P/E ratios and studied
in three sets of periods (one-month decline, three-
months decline and six-months decline). Levy found
that although the low P/E stocks seemed to be resis-
tant to short-term declines (one-month period), the
comparative advantage disappeared as the downtrend
«inc -nrnl n-sc-Rr fn qi X-montheriod.
Walter R. Good and Jack R. Meyer M(7) held
that earnings were the major determinant of stock
value and the price-earnings ratio represented the
confidence of investors in the quality of earnings,
The flexibility allowed by accounting metinoas
and the degree of honesty of the firms might contri-
bute to the deterioration of confidence in reported
earnings. These, according to Good and Meyer,caused
the gap of the price-earnings ratio among various
securities.
To conclude, then, the price-earnings ratio
might be studied as an independent variable (in pre-
dicting price) or as a dependent variable. In theory,
it can be interpreted as confidence in the 'quality'
of reported earnings. Emphirical studies indicate
that it is controversial as to whether the historical
P/E is useful in predicting share prices, as some
indicate that P/E is a poor primary measure to select
17
stocks while others show that P/E is related to
major variables like payout ratio, dividend payout
changes etc. It seems that further research is





3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY
This section describes the rationale under-
lying the choice of variables, the definitions of
variables, as well as the sample composition and
the cross-section years selected for testing.
The main theme of the emphirical study is
to determine by multiple regression analysis, the
relationship between earnings,dividends, net asset
values (together with other related variables) and
the market price of shares. The multiple regression
analysis is done in stepwise fashion, through the
use of an ICI statistical package 1, and processed
on an ICI 1004 computer. An example of the program
is illustrated in Appendix C.
As the price-earnings ratio is found to be
one of the relevant independent variables, the author
is interested in analyzing P/E in terms of the other
independent variables used in the first part of the
study. Therefore as a sequel to the first part, in
the second part of the study, the price-earnings
ratio is treated as the dependent variable while
earnings, dividends, net asset values, etc. remain
as the independent variables in stepwise multiple
regression analyses.
1 International Computers Limited, Statistical
Analysis, London: Technical Publications Service,
ICL, 1971.
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As the research is essentially a cross-
sectional analysis, the empirical results produce a
series of regression analyses, each of which involves
the shares of forty-six companies listed on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange. The regression analysis is
repeated for each of the four years between 1969 and
1972. Then the results of the four years are studied
and their similarities and dissimilarities compared.
It should be noted that in the first part
of the study, the author lays emphasis on studying
the 'predictive relationship' between the various
independent variables and share price while in the
second part of the study, focus is given to the
'explanatory relationship' between payout ratios,
yields, etc. and price-earnings ratios. The author's
philosophy of 'predicting price' and 'explaining P/E'
is reflected in the definition and selection of the
dependent and independent variables.
3.2 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
The market prices of shares listed on the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange are the dependent variable
in the first part of the study. As all the stocks
chosen for the study have their fiscal years ending
either near March or December, and as the author
intends to test the predictive power of the various
independent variables, market prices of shares of
April, May and June are chosen.( It is assumed
that the reports of earnings, asset values, etc.
are available one month after the close of the
20
fiscal year)1. In obtaining the share price, the
closing price of the first trading day in each of
the three aforesaid months are noted and then aver-
aged.
P(April) P (June)P (Tvlay)
Hence, Price
3
In the second part of the study, price-
earnings ratio is the dependent variable. It is
the ratio of the mean of the year high and low
market prices to earnings per share. The average
P/E is chosen from the same fiscal year as the
independent variables, so it is convenient to test
the explanatory power of the independent variables,
and the portion of variance that is not explained
by the independent variables is attributed to factors
not considered, like company prestige, investors'
confidence in the company's management, popularity
of the industry, etc.
average of year high and year low prices
Hence, P/E
earnings per share
'Although many writers emphasize earnings forecasts
rather than historical earnings in predicting price,
yet because very few Hong Kong firms make knov.rn
their forecast data, and those that do are notor-
iously inaccurate, investors in Hong Kong rely heav-
ily on information disclosed at the end of the
fiscal year.
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3.3 THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The independent variables are earnings,
dividends, net asset values, and their related var-
iables. A total of ten independent variables are
selected. They are listed as follows:-
Earnings Variables
Earnings per share
Growth in earnings per share





Net, Asset Value Variables
Net assets per share
Total net assets
Total assets
Additional Variables (In first part of the
study)
Average price-earnings ratio of previous
year
All data of the independent varlaoles are
obtained from the disclosure by the companies at
the end of the fiscal year, which precedes the time
when share prices are taken.
3.31 EARNINGS PER SHARE are defined by the EPS announced
by the company at the and of the fiscal year.
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3.32 GROWTH IN EARNINGS PER SHARE is defined by the
percent increase of earnings per share disclosed
at the end of the fiscal year (t2) over EPS disclosed




3.33 GROWTH IN TOTAL EARNINGS is the percent increase
of total net earnings of this fiscal year (t2) over




3.34 DIVIDENDS PER SHARE are the total annual dividends
paid out per share in the fiscal year. Stock divid-
ends are adjusted according to conventional practices
by Graham, Dodd and Cottle (5), and John P. Herzong
(8). Stock dividends of less than twenty percent
are assumed to be liquidated at the security's aver-
age market price of the year. Larger stock dividends
are treated as capital adjustment, more in the nature
of stock splits.
3.35 YIELD is dividends per share expressed as a percent-
age of the average price. The average price here is
calculated by taking the average of year high and






3.36 PAYOUT RATIO is the ratio of dividends per share




3.37 NET ASSETS PER SHARE are the net assets per share
disclosed by the companies at the end of the fiscal
year.
3.38= TOTAL NET ASSETS AND TOTAL ASSETS are the total net
assets and total assets disclosed by companies at
the end of the fiscal year.
3.39 PRICE-EARNINGS RATIO is the ratio of the mean of
year high and year low prices to earnings per share
in the same fiscal year. In another word, it is
the averae P/E during the fiscal year.
P (high) P (low)
average P/EHence, P/E
EPS
3.4 PERIODS SELECTED FOR THE STUDY
With a short history, the popularity of
stock investment in Hong Kong began mainly from
1064. The market suffered a chaotic decline in
1967 owing to the communist political disturbance
during that year but quickly recovered in 1969.
Since then the Hang Seng Index1 had risen with little
The Hang Seng Index is the most popular share price
index in Hong Kong. For details please refer to
ADDendix A.
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interruption until the later part of 1972 when the
market, like a stallion ran out of control, suddenly
shot up sky-high, reaching a record Hang Seng Index
of 1700 in 1973. Then even more spectacular than
the rapid rise, the market plunged back to Hang Seng
Index 600 within a period of four months.
The above bird's-eye-view of Hong Kong
Stock Market history has two important impacts on
the periods and methodology selected for the study.
(1) The author wants to avoid the turmoil periods
of 1967 and 1073. The study consequently concerns
only the period between 1969 and 1972. (2) As the
period under study is only four years, time-series
analysis is out of the question. Therefore, the
author uses cross-sectional analysis with multiple
regression analysis repeated for each of the four
ears between 1960 and 1972.
It should be noted that in the first part
of the study, whenever reference is made to a part-
icular year, it means the year that the dependent
variable (e.g. share price) is taken, whereas when-
ever reference is made to a particular fiscal year,
it means the twelve month period within which the
independent variables (e.g. earnings per share) are
chosen.
3.5 THE SELECTION OF SAMPLES
Since the author wants to compare the
importance of independent variables in each of the
four years (69-72) and attempts to detect their
trend of importance across the four years, the sample
population is selected from the group of firms that
25
were listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange during
or before 1968. Out of this group, forty-six stocks
which have trading records throughout the four years
are chosen.
The author originally wished to select
stocks from a single industry or from a few prevail-
ing industries, which could then be compared by in-
serting dummy variables. However, because of the
very limited number of samples available, there is
simply no way to avoid a sample with highly-heter-
ogenous industries. The industry bias due to this
fact is not screened in the study and is thought to
contribute to the unexplained portion of variance
in the study.
3.6 SOURCES OF DATA
Market prices of shares were obtained
from the quotation sheets published by the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange Ltd., and the stock quotations in
the South China F,Torning Post and the Wah Kiu Yat
Pao (a leading Chinese newspaper in Hong Kong),
Price-earnings ratios, earnings per share,
dividends per share, net asset values per share and
all the other independent variables were obtained
from the annual reports of firms and the year books
publised by the Hong Kong Stock Exchange Ltd. from
1968 to 1973
In December of 1-73 and January of 1974,
the author interviewed the chief executives of two
institutions that had securities research departments.
The two institutions were the Hang Sent Bank Ltd. H.K.
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and the Sun Hung Kai Securities Ltd. The chief
executives were interviewed for their expert opin-
ions on the criteria of stock evaluation in Hong Kong
and the relative importance investors attached to
the author's variables. The interviews were largely
unstructured and conducted in an informal manner.
Some of the opinions of the interviewees are in-




ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS (I)
4.1 GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE FIRST PART OF THE STUDY.
As the study is a cross-sectional analysis
that involves multiple regression analysis for each
of the four years between 1969 and 1972, the empirical
results produce a series of regression analyses in
which the relative importance of the independent
variables can be deduced.
In the first part of the study, the models
appear to fit quite well, accounting for approximately
ninety percent of the variance of price across firms
in a particular year. This is denoted by r2 in the
regression analyses.
Table 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the results
of the regression analyses. In table 4.1, a non-
blank entry under the name of one of the independent
variable means that the variable is significant at
the 0.10 level. The entry present the regression
coefficient. Under the regression coefficient, in
parenthesis, is the value of the t-statistic for
that coefficient. The abbreviations used on the
columns of the tables have the following meanings:-
R2= portion of variance explained
INT= intercept term
EPS= earnings per share
DPS= dividends per share
APS= net assets per share
G(EPS)= growth in earnings per share
P/E= price-earnings ratio




NA= total net assets
TA= total assets
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Table Summary of regression analyses findings Q)f the first part of the study.
(Share nri ee is the dependent variable)
CEPS)
(TA)(NA)(FR)(Y)(E)(PA)(APS) (G)(DPS)EPS) xllx10xS x9x7x6x5X4x3x2INTR
0.03
2065 9985048431969 0.921 (4.26)(4.87)(2.37)
1.0200198.138.0518.1970 0.954
(3.10)(4 94) (1097)(7.94)
0.05l.8723.949 6.23 5.381971 0.893
(4.62)De 37)(5.02.)(1oo93)
0.025,38 Oo2614.54 7.331972 0.946 1.66 5
(2.18)(2.70)(3.37)(2.27)(9.41)
A 10% level of significance is chosen throughout the study.
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As shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, earnings
per share is the most prominent of the independent
variables in predicting price. By itself EPS explains
as much as eighty percent of the variance of share
price across firms under study. A second powerful
variable is dividends per share, which is consistently
significant in the regression analyses. The Price-
earnings ratio, which is significant for 1970 and
1971 ceases to be relevant for 1969 and 1972, per-
haps because the quick rise of market in those two
years has rendered the share price 'out of line' with
the average P/E of the preceding fiscal year. Total
assets, on the other hand, assume importance for 1969,
1971 and 1972. As those were periods of rising markets,
investors attached more weight to growth and less
attention to pure risk measures like net assets per
share or total net assets. Total assets, to certain
degree, can be looked upon as representative inform-
ation on the 'size' of firms, and 'size' is pertinent
to potential for growth.
The other independent variables are by
far less significant in predicting share prices.
Net assets per share are only barely significant in
1970 as it has a t-statistic (1.97) that exceeds
slightly the t value (1.68) required to be significant,
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4.2 FINDINGS OF THE FIRST PART OF THE STUDY ANALYZED
YEAR BY YEAR.
4.21 Findings of Year. 1969.
With EPS alone as the independent variable
it explains almost 86.2% of the variance of the share
price. By stepwise multiple regression analysis,
the best equation derived include three independent
variables: EPS (X2), DPS (x3), and total assets or
TA(X11). The three variables combined explain 92.1%
of the price variance. The regression result is
given in table 4.3.






0.9440.554.260.0339671 .796548E- 2TA (X11)
variables signif-Degree of freedom= 42r2=0.921
icant at 0.1 level
and greater
The resulting equation is:-
Price= 0,84+ 2.65 EPS+ 9,85 DPS+ 0,03 TA
4.22 Findings of Yr. 1970.
With EPS alone, 89.5% of the price variance
is accounted for, with addition of DPS, 93.7% of var-
iance, and then with further addition of P/E, 94.8%
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of variance is explained. Finally with the inclusion
of net asset per share or APS (X4), the best equation
is derived. The equation that involves four independ-
ent variables is:-
Price= 18.12+ 8.05 EPS+ 8.13 DPS+ 0.20 Aps+ 1.02 P/E
It is noted that the inclusion of net asset
per share improves r2 only slightly from 0.948 to
0.G54 1. Furthermore, APS has a t-statistic of
1.971, which is barely significant as the t value
required to be significant (at a 10% level of sign-
ificance and a degree of freedom of 41) is about
1.68. At the most, therefore, net asset per share
is a subordinate variable to earnings per share and
dividends per share in predicting price.
It is also noted that the variable P/E
for 1970 is significant while that for 1969 is insign-
ificant. Remembering that P/E is obtained by taking
the average P/E of the fiscal year preceding the time
when price is taken, and recalling that 1969 was a
period when the market recovered rapidly from the
chaotic decline in 1967, one is tempted to explain
the difference of significance of P/E for the two
periods by alleging that this reflects the change
of market sentiments. Investors simply gave a
different multiple to earnings in a rising market,
1 Table 4.4
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Table 4.4 Regression Analysis findings of Yr.1970
MULTPARTT STATSTANDARDREGRESSIONVAR
CORRCORKERRORCOEFFNANE
.660281E 00.950 19.37EPS(x2) 12.7914081
Degree of freedom= 44r2=0.894
0.9200.7718.0628635 .101836E 7.92EPS(X2)
0.9460.631 5.399.6602813 .179348EBPS (X3)






Degree of freedom= 42r2=0.948
.101503E O.9400.781 7.948.0547300EPS (X 2)
0.9620.611 4.948.1346263 .164807EDPS(x3)
0.9740.2910.1955499 1. 97990309E-APS( X4)
(X6)
0.440 0, 9711.0235315 3.10P/E 330297E
r2 =0.954 Degree of freedom= 41
4.23 Findings of Yr. 1971
By stepwise regression analysis as des-
cribed in findings of Yr. 1970, the case of one
variable (ie. EPS), which explains 50.5 percent of
price variance is improved to the situation with
four variables, including EPS, DPS, P/E, and total
asset TA, the combination of which explains 89.3 per
cent of the variance of share prices.
Table 4.5 Regression Analysis findings of Yr.1971











Degree of freedom= 41r2=0.893
The equation involving the four independent variables
Price =23.949+ 6.228 EPS +5.38 DPS+ 1.867 P/E+
0.04 TA
Findings of Yr. 1972
By similar stepwise multiple regression the
best equation that involves five independent variables
is derived. They are EPS, DPS, yield, payout ratio,
and total assets. Earnings per share (X2) and div-
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idends per share (x3) are the familiar variables.
Payout ratio, yield and total assets (x9, X8 and
x11) assume much inferior importance as indicated
by their t-statistic values. Yield bears a negative
sign, but this is natural, as the higher the price,
dividendsYthe lower the yield.
price
Finally, P/E is not significant for 1972
but significant for 1971 perhaps because of the
rapid rising market which renders predictions by
past P/E difficult. In fact, it was in the later
part of 1972 that the boom of the Hong Kong market
began to unfold, lighting up the dreams of making
fast fortunes for so many. Even today, the sub-
sequent rapid decay is still haunting Hong Kong
residents with an unforgettable nightmare.
Since a complete run of the computer
calculations from the equation with one variable to
the final equation with five variables is given in
Appendix D, detailed calculations are omitted here
except for the final stage.
Table 4.6 Regression Analysis findings of Yr.1972
PART 1I ULTT STATSTANDARDREGRESSIONVAR
CORRCORRERRORCOEFFNAT-1E
0.9100.83EPS(X2) 14.5375711 ,154536E 1 9.41
0.34 0 .9691 2.277.3321184 .322827EDPS (X3)
-0.47 0.o655.3848418, 159771E 1Y(x8) 3.37
0.9680.392.700.2609194 p967943E- 1PR(XQ)
-2 0.9700.332.180.0213138 .978393E-TA(X11)
r2=0.946 Degree of freedom= 40
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The equation is:-
Price= 1.665+ 14.54 EPS+ 7.33 DPS- 5.38 Y+
0.26 PR+ 0.02 TA
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS (II)
5.1 GENERAL FINDINGS IN THE SECOND PART OF THE STUDY
In the modern concept of stock evaluation,
price is a function of earnings and the P/E ratio.
In the second part of this study the price-earnings
ratio is attempted to be broken down into its deter-
minants by stepwise multiple regression analysis
for each of the four years between 1969 and 1-0,72.
Since the P/E ratio becomes the dependent variable,
the independent variables are nine in number, one
variable less than in the first part of the study.
Also the variable, share price, is no longer con-
sidered.
Table 5.1 is the summary of the results
of the regression analyses. A non-blank entry under
the name of an independent variable indicates that
the variable is significant at the 0.10 level. The
numerical entry is the regression coefficient while
underneath it is the t-statistic value in parenth-
esis. The abbreviations and their meanings are
listed below.
R2= portion of variance explained
INT= intercept term
EPS= earnings per share
DPS= dividends per share
APS= net assets per share
G(EPS)= growth in earnings per share
P/E= price-earning ratio
GE= growth in total net earnings
Y= yield
PR= payout ratio
NA= total net assets
TA= total assets
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Table 5.1 Summary of regression analyses findings of the second part of the study.
(P/E ratio is the dependent variable)







0.18-4.130,0081972 O o734 23* 559
( 4.9 1)(6.43)(9.80)
The variables with regression coefficients and t--statistics are all significant at a level or 1vb.
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By stepwise multiple regression analysis,
the emphirical results produce a series of regress-
ion analyses, each involving the data of forty-six
firms for a particular year. By using the same
independent variables throughout, the greatest port-
ion of P/E variance explained is 67.6% (1970), and
the lowest is 24.5% (1960). The size of r2 for each
year is shown in table 5.1.
Although the unexplained portion is large,
the signs and coefficients of variables are quite
consistent among the cross section years. Further-
more, the signs and coefficients are also consist-
ent with theoretical predictions. Throughout the
study all the tests of significance are conducted
at the 0.10 level,
Of the four variables cnaz appear in Table
5.1, yield (Y) and payout ratio (PR) are the most
consistent variables. Yield bears a negative sign.
This, again, is consistent with theoretical predict-
ions because:-
dividends per share
vV\ 1 A AYield
price
Price= P/E X earnings per share
and
Since the higher the price gets, the lower the yield
will be, and since P/E is a part of the price funct-
ion, it is natural for yield to bear an inverse
relationship with the price-earnings ratio.
The payout ratio in the study appears to
support Myron J. Gordon's (6) opinion that the
dividend payout affected share prices. Gordon found.
that the payout ratio had a significant influence
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on P/E and concluded that dividend was an important
determinant of price. The significance of payout
ratio in this study then confirms Gordon's position.
The earning growth variables appear in the
findings for 1970 and 1972. G(EPS) is especially
important for 1972 as its t-statistic is 9.8 compared
to the t value of 1.68 that is required for signif-
icance. This result conforms with the practice of
investors who pay more attention to growth of firms
in a rising market than in a declining one.
Finally the portion of unexplained variance
might be attributed to psychological factors like
company prestige, investors' confidence in manage-
ment, industry prosperity and popularity etc,
5.2 FINDINGS OF THE SECOND PART OF THE STUDY ANALYSED
YEAR BY YEAR
5.21 Findings of Yr. 1069
With payout ratio alone, 10.49% of the
P/E variance is explained. With the addition of
yield, the portion of variance explained improves
to 24.5%. This gives the best possible equation
in the study for 106.
Yield bears a negative sign and, as already
explained, this is consistent with theoretical expect-
ations. Yield also appears to be slightly inferior
to payout ratio in comparison of their t-statistics
as indicated in Table 5.2. The other independent
variables are irrelevant in explaining P/E.
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T able 5 . 2 R egressionanalysisfindingsof Y r . 1 9 6 9 .
NIULTPARTT STATSTANDARDREGRESSIONVAR
CORR CORRERRORCOEFFNAME
( X 9 )
0 . 0 0 00 . 3 22 . 2 70 . 0 5 8 6 2 4 0 . 2 5 8 1 0 2 E - 1PR
D egree of freedom= 4 4r 2 = 0 . 1 0 4 9
( X 8 )
- 0 . 4 0 0 . 3 2 4- 0 . 4 0 1 1 0 9 0 0 2 . 8 2. 1 4 2 0 2 5 EY
( X 9 )
0 . 2 0 60 . 4 60 , 0 8 9 5 2 1 8 . 2 6 3 5 7 0 E - 1 3 . 4 0PR
D egree of freedom= 4 3r 2 = 0 . 2 4 5
T he equationis : -
P rice= 6 . 7 5 9 - 0 . 4 0 1 Y + 0 . 0 8 9 PR
5 . 2 2 F indinsof Y r . 1 9 7 . 0
W ith payout ratio alone , 4 2 % of the variance
is explained, with additionof yield , 6 0 . 4 % and then
with further additionof growth in EPS , 6 7 . 5 % of the
variance is accountedfor . T his is one of the better
results obtained among the four cross section years
in terms of portion of variance explained . I t might
be explainedby the fact that 1 9 7 0 was a period of
steady prosperityfor H ong K ong ' s stock market , and
hence market sentiments did not go to the extremes .
I t was consequentlyeasier for the independentvar -
iables to account for the multiples investors gave
to EPS .
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The appearance of earnings growth rate
(C(EPS)) also seems to indicate that investors
considered 1970 to be a period awaiting immediate
and further growth, which was eventually realized
in 1971 and 1972.
Finally as indicated by the t-statistics
in Table 5.3, payout ratio is the most prominent
variable, the next powerful variable is yield, and
the last one is growth in earnings per share.










0.716.53 0.4590.0807256 .123716E- 1PR
Degree of freedom=43r2=0, 604
(X5)
0.7770.430.031712
.103353E- 1 3.08G (EPS)
(X8)







The best equation is:-
Price= 11.71+ 0.03 G(EPS)- 1.14 Y+ 0.09 PR
5.21 Findings of Yr. 1971
With the single variable yield, 15.7% of
P/E variance is explained. The next variable that
comes into the regression is growth in total net
earnings. The two variables together explain 29.70
of the variance
It was in 1971 that Hong Kong market began
to show signs of unrest. Foreign 'money-game players'
came to Hong Kong to list their corporation on the
local stock exchanges. New exchanges opened in
close succession to boast a total of four local
stock exchanges. Many local private or family
firms of all kinds began to seek their way to be
listed on the stock exchanges. In short the specul-
ative atmosphere, which began from 1071, might con-
tribute difficulty in explaining P/E ratio which might
be greatly influenced by market sentiments and psych-
ological factors
The fact that growth in earnings, instead
of dividend payout ratio, appears in the regression
findings also indicates that investors, during that
period, emphasized on maximizing return by price
appreciation rather than collecting dividends or
avoiding risks. Consequently, growth was given
sharper focus than payout ratio at that time.
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r2=0.157 Degree of freedom=44
(X7)





Price= 18.66+ 0.019 GE- 1.10 Y
5.24 Findings of Yr. 1972
As the speculative atmosphere in stock
markets continued to mount in 1972, in the regress-
ion analysis, growth in earnings per share becomes
the most powerful determinant of P/E. Alone it
explains 42.6% of P/E variance. With addition of
yield, 58.2% of the variance is explained. Finally
with the inclusion of payout ratio 73.4% of the P/E
variance is accounted for.
By comparing the t-statistics of the
three variables as indicated in table 5.5, payout
ratio is found to be inferior to growth in earnings
per share, which is Cleary the most dominent variable.
This confirms the concept that investors aim at price
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appreciation in a rising market. Hence growth of
firms is emphasized.




0.65 0.00010.0629394 .110177EG (EPS) 5.71
Degree of freedom=44r2-0.426
(x5)






0.3670.830.0792507 .808390E- 2 9.80G(EPS)
(x8)
-0.70 0.6880 6.43.642783EY 4.1327524
( )
0.7630.00.1837772PR .373962E- 1 4.91
Degree of freedom=42r2=0.734
The best equation is:-





The results of the first part of the study
seems to be informative and the regression models
appear to fit quite well, accounting for as much as
ninety per cent of the variance of price. Moreover
the coefficients of the major variables (e.g. earn-
ings and dividends) have the expected signs and
their values on the whole show consistency over
the four cross-section years.
Although the regression models in the
second part of the study explain merely approximately
thirty to seventy per cent of the variance of P/E,
coefficients of variables are consistent in sign
over the cross section years. Furthermore, signs
and coefficients of major variables are consistent
nrith theoretical predictions and all relevant var-
iables are significant at the 0.10 level.
To certain extent the changes in import-
ance of some variables from year to year in both part
one and part two of the study reflect the changing
patterns of valuation in the market. For example
rising stock prices are generally accompanied by
increased weight on price appreciation and growth
and less emphasis on dividends and risks.
6.2 COMMENTS ON THE VARIABLES.
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6.21 Earnings: it is the most important signle factor
The result of the study clearly indicates
that earnings is the paramount single factor in pre-
dicting share price. In the first part of the study
EPS alone explains as much as seventy-nine per cent
of the price variance. This supports the popular
emphasis laid on earnings by writers like Patrick J.
Regan and others(13). In period of a rising market,
earnings are even more prominent. Foy, example EPS
alone accounts for 90.2% of price variance for yr.
1972. In the second part of the study growth in
EPS also appears as the most important variable for
year 1972.
6.22 DIVIDENDS: it is a mistake to completely disregard
dividends and Day out ratios,
Dividends consistently appears as the
second significant variable in the first part of
the study. Comhined with earnings, about eighty-
five per cent or more of the variance of price is
explained. Furthermore the findings of the second
part of the study clearly indicates that payout ratio
and yield are two prominent determinants of P/E.
Since payout ratio and yield are dividends-related,
this supports the findings of the first part of the
study by showing that dividends are relevant in
stock evaluation. The result confirms Myron J.
Gordon's (6) study, in which payout ratio is found
to be an important influence on price-earnings ratio.
Therefore the findings of this study is more in
favour of Gordon's point of view than Modigliani and
Miller's.
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6.23 Price-earnings ratio: more research is required to
ascertain its usefulness in Hong Kong stocks
evaluation.
The first part of the study seems to
indicate that past P/E is less predictive than most
Hong Kong investors have thought. P/E is signific-
ant for years 1970 and 1971 but insignificant for
years 1069 and 1972. One might speculate that the
change of importance is due to the change in market
sentiments caused by rapid market rise etc. At any
rate the significance of the historical P/E in stock
evaluation, as shown by the study, is inconclusive.
This is somewhat in agreement with the
study of Robert A. Levy (9} in finding that P/E is
inferior as a primary measure to select stocks.
Price-earnings ratio is also rather elusive
in the second part of the study when it is attempted
to be broken down into its determinants. Payout
ratio, yield and growth in EPS combined explain
merely about 50% of the variance of P/E. The others
factors which might influence P/E and have not been
considered in the study are company prestige, invest-
ors' confidence in firm's management, industrial
prosperity, industrial popularity and other psychol-
ogical and economical variables. Further investig-
ations by scientific research in these areas are
needed before the usefulness of P/E in evaluation
of Hong Kong stocks can be ascertained.
6.24 Growth: growth in earnings is important in periods
of rising markets.
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As shown in the first part of the study,
past growth is of little use in predicting share
price. rice. Current growth l, however, demonstrates its
importance in the second part of the study especially
during period of rising market like year 1972.
That growth in earnings is less important
in a steady market is possibly influenced by the
lacking of popularity and accuracy of earnings fore-
cast of local firms. As a consequence, investors in
Hong Kong rely heavily on EPS disclosed instead of
growth.
6.25 Net assets per share (and asset values): asset values
are found to play a greater role in the Hong Kong
market than in the U.S. market.
Assets are thought to play a minor role
in stock evaluation. However, in the first part of
the study, total assets are significant for three
of the four cross-section years. Furthermore, net
assets per share are found to be barely statistically
significant for year 1970.
To some Hong Kong investors total assets
are representative of the size and potential of
firms and hence assets take a more active role than
merely representing the 'floor value' on liquidation,
l In the second part of the study, the dependent
variable P/E and independent variables G(EPS) and
GE are taken from the same fiscal year.
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6.3 CO1vUvTENTS ON THE COMPARISON BETWEEN U.S. AND H.K.
APYRT
The study indicates both similarity and
dissimilarity berween U.S. and Hong Kong markets.
Similar to the U.S. market, earnings and
dividends are the popular yardsticks in stock eval-
uation. Earnings per share and growth in earnings
are especially important in selecting stocks in a
prosperous market when investors attempt to maximize
their return by price appreciation. In this aspect,
again, there is no difference between U.S. and H ,K.
markets.
However, in the importance of asset values,
dissimilarity seems to arise: in the study it seems
although in the U.S. market, asset values play minor
role in minimizing risk, yet in the H.K. market,
asset values are important in both minimizing risk
and maximizing return.
The possible reasons for the dissimilarity
are several. First of all, the Hong Kong stock market
has a much shorter history than the U.S. stock market.
It has been practically unregulated. Earnings fore-
casts are rare and generally not available to the
public. Private investors and even many brokers
lack knowledge of sophisticated security analysis
techniques, which might appear too obscure to them.
On the other hand, acquisition of additional assets
by companies are easily known and appear more concrete
+n n-nbi_sticated investors.
The second reason for the importance of
asset values in Hong Kong is the scarcity of land.
The excess of demand over supply makes land and
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properties the 'aces' in Hong Kong. Land value and
rentals in Hong Kong have risen so much in the past
several years that they become one of the most ex-
pensive in the world. It is not surprising at all
to find that whenever a frim announces its acquisit-
ion of a valuable piece of land or its plan to build
a multi-storey building, its share price would pro-
babl be uijlifted.
Thirdly, in recent years, since the later
part of 1971, many newly formed companies have been
listed on the stock exchanges. Investors lack in-
formation of the past performance of these companies
and hence are compelled to evaluate them according to
their assets. The fact that the majority of the newly
listed companies are real estate firms again favour
assets evaluation.
The last but not the least reason is that
in the study, total assets rather than net assets
are the prominent variable. In another word, many
Hong Fong investors might look. upon total assets as
the size and potential of firms. Therefore instead
of using asset values as a minor measure in avoid-
ing risk, Hong Kong investors might treat asset
values as one of the relevant variables in their
ttem-ots to maximize returns.
looking ahead to the future, the author
believes that as the Hong Kong market becomes more
and more regulated by government acts like banning
inaccurate reports l, releasing false information,
1The cry for more informative and accurate financial
reports can be seen in recent newspaper headlines.
An example is presented in Appendix E.
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insider trading etc., and as more professionalism
is brought into the circle of local security analysts,
Hong Kong market would tend to become even more
similar to the U.S. market than it is today.
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APPENDIX A
The HANG SENG INDEX is intended to give
investors and other interested parties a general
idea of stock price movements in the Hong Kong Stock
Exchanges, by means of comparing the daily market
values of the issued shares of the Constituent Stocks.
In selecting Constituent Stocks considerations are
given to their market capitalization, i.e. market
price multiplied by number of issued shares, and/
or the role the relevant companies play in the
economy of Hong Kong. The Base Date of the Index
is Ulst July. 1964.
The constituent stocks are 33 firms chosen
from twelve industries:-
2 firms from banking, 1 from investment,
4 from shipping, 2 from dockyard, 2 from wharf and
godown, 4 from land, 3 from hotel, 4 from public
utility, 2 from public transport, 2 from food and
store, 5 from general commerce & industry and 2
from textile.
The above list of constituent stocks are
obtained on April 4th, 1974 and has included recent
























Computer print-out of regression analysis
findings for each of the four cross section years
(1969-1972).
The above-mentioned results give the
best equations for the regression analyses.
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(Fimal stgae) lst pant ag slidy yor.1969
09/16/59 16/04 /74 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVEM CYT OFF PARAVETER 1000000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VARIX1
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 42
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX6 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI10
V11
BEST BEST EQUATION 3VARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR CORR CORRELATLO
VARIX2 2.6493699 111852E 1 2.37 0.34 0.956 380240E
VARIX3 9.8462785 202025E 1 4.87
0.60 0.938 525141E
VARI11 0.0339671 796548E-2 4.26 0.55 0.944 4806960E
VARIBES NCT IN THE REGRESS ION SET
VAR T STAT





VARIX5 1.37 -0.21 0.963 .320723E
VARIX6 0.98 0.15 0.962 .32772E
VARIX7 0.78 -0.12 0.962
.3305445E
VARIX8 2.11 -0.31 0.965 .302541E
VARIX9 0.37 0.06 0.961 .334315E
VARI10 0.25 0.04 0.961 .334959E
E. S. S. .335432E
4
RESIDUAL ERROR 893671E 1
MULT CORR 0.961
INTERCEPT TERM 0.8426226
NUMBER OF EQUAT IONS TRIED WAS 003
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09/17/28. 16/04/74 ICL: 1900 STATISTICAL ANA LYS IS
ERESSION ANALYSIS C0VA OBSVTM
CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000F-5
EENDENT VARIABLE VARIX6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 43
NEPENDENT VARIABLES
LARI*2 VARI*3 VAEI*4 VARI*5 VARI*6 VARI*7 VARI*8 VARI*9 VARI*10 VARI*11
BT RQUATION WITH 2 VARIABLE IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
AR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
AME COEFF ERROR CORR CORRELATION
VRI*8 0.4011090 142025E 0 2.82 -0.40 0.324 729793E 3
VRI*9 00.0895218 -2435701E 1 3.40 0.46 0.246 780760E
VARIABLES NCT IN THE REGRESSION SET






0.01 0.00 0.495 615600E 3
VARI*3
0.10 -0.02 0.495 615455E 3
VARI*4 0.77 0.12 0.506
606992E 3
VARI*5 1.18 0.18 0.519
595689E 3
VARI*7 0.78 0.12 0.506 606739E 3
ARI10 0.39 0.06 0.498 613333E 3
ARI11 0.48 0.07 0.499 612294E 3
S S 615602E 3
ESIDUAL ERROR 378369E 1
IULT CORR 0.495
NTERCEPT TERM 6.7591012
IUMBER OF EQUAT IONS TRIED WAS 001
(Fianl stage) and part of study yr 1969
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nU/fl4/4x09/04/48 16/04/74 ICL l900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM 1000OE- 5CUT OFF PARAMETER
VARIX1DEPENDENT VARIABLE 41DEGREES OF FREEDOM
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
ltiVARIX2 VARIX4 VARIX6VARIX3 VARIX5 VARIX9 VARI10VARIX7 VARIX8 V14
BEST EQUATION WITH 4 VARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
REGRESSION STANDARDVAR MULTIPLET STAT PART E S S
ERRORCOEFFNAME CORRELATIONCORR
8.0547300 1VARIX2 .101503E 0.9407.94 .116710E
133712E
. 1 64807E8.1346263 1VARIX3 4.94 0.61 0.962
VARIX4 0.1955499 .9903O9E- 1 0.291.97 .504005E
0.441.0235315VARIX6 0.330247E 3.1O 0.971 .568028E
VARIABLES NCT IN THE REGRESSION SET
MULTIPLEPARTVAR T STAT E S S
NAME CORRELATIONCORP
0. 17VARIX 5 1 .07 0.977 .447495E
-0.O2VARIX7 0.970.10 .460128E
-0.16
VARIX8 .448838E1. 01 0.977
-0.13VARIX9 451936E0.86 0.977
VARI10 .416818E2.04 0.31 0.979





NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 003
0.78
0.974
(Final Stage) 1st Part of Study yr. 1970
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09/04/57 16/04/74 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS





VARI*2 VARI*3 VARI*4 VARI*5 VARI*6 VARI*7 VARI*8 VARI*9 VARI*10 VARI*11
EST EQUATION WITH 3 VARIABLES IN IHE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR
REGESSION STANDARD T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
WAME COEFF ERROR LORR COHHELALLOW
VARI*5
0.0317912 103353E-1 3.08 0.43 0.777 459269E 3
VARI*8 1.1363639 201267E 0 5.65 -0.00 0.656 659322E 3
VARI*9 0.0930504 119977E- 1 7.76 0.77 0.461 911644E 3
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
VARI*1








VARI*7 0.37 -0.06 0.823
373559E 3
VARI*10 047 0.07 0.823
372828E 3
VARI*11 0.05 -0.01 .822 374803E 3
E S S 374828E 3




NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 001
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(Fimat Stge) Lst Pait of Study yor 1972
17/45/10 23/04/74 ICL 1900 STAISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM
CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000 E- 5
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE VARX1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 41
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX6 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI10 Vu
BEST EQUATION WITH 4 ARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAT PART MUI TIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR CORRC CORRELATTON
VARIX2 6.2287999 .569814E 0 10.93 0.86 0.761 .439265E
VARIX3 5.3803328 .107209E 1 5.02 0.62 0.909
.181149E
VARIX6 1.8677284 .554292E 0 3.37 0.47 0.929 .143291E
PARI11 0.0465617 .100877E- 1 4.62 0.58 0.915
.170525E
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR





VARIX5 1.55 -0.24 0.948
.105828E
VARIX7 2.37 -0.35 0.952
.984319E
VARIX3 0.41 0.06 0.945
.111745E
VARIX9 1.90 0.29 0.949
.102957E
VARI10 0.43 0.07 0.945
.111705E
E. S.S .112216E
RESIDUAL ERROR .165438E 2
MULT CORR 0.945
INTERCEPT TERM 23.9495556
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TTIED WAS 002
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(Fianl Stage) 2nd Part of Study yr. 1971
17/46/10 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VARIX6 43DEGREES OF FREEDOM
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX3VARIX2 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX8 VARIX9VARIX7 VARI10 VARIX11
BCST EQUATION WITH VARIABLES IN THE SFT
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR RFGRFSSIO STA MULTIPLE ESST S T A T PARTNDARD
NAME COEFF ERROR CORR CORRELATION




VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET




-0.15VARIX2 1.00 0.860 701987E
-0.20VARIX3 690454E1.31 0.5870
-0.13VARIX4 0.88 0.557 705808E





VARI10 0.181.17 0.565 696055E





NUMBER OF EQUA T IONS TRIED WAS 001
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(Final Sage) 1st part of study yr.1972
17/41/14 23/04/74 ICL 1900 STAISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000 E- 5
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE VARX1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 40
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX6 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9
VARI10
BEST EQUATION WITH 5 ARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR CORRC CORRELATTON
VARIX2 14.5375711 .154536E 1 9.41 0.83 0.910 .412727E
VARIX3 7.3321184 .322827E 1 2.27 0.34 0.969
.145047E
VARIX8 5.3848418 .159771E 1 3.37 -0.47 0.965
.164964E
VARIX9 0.02609194 .967043E
1 2.70 0.39 0.968
.151861E
VARI11 0.0213138 .978393E 2 2.10 0.63 0.970
.143721E
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELAIION
]VARIX4 1.12 0.18 0.874 .124471E
VARIX5 0.80 -0.13 0.973
.126381E
VARIX6 0.74 -0.12 0.973 .126721E
VARIX7 0.34 0.05 0.973 .128091E
VARI10 0.80 -0.13 0.973
.126386E
E. S.S .128479R 5
RESIDUAL ERROR .179220E 2
MULT CORR 0.973
INTERCEPT TERM 1.6655804
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TTIED WAS 002
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(Final Stage) 2nd Part of Study yr.1972
17/42/39 23/04/74 ICL 1900 STAISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000 E- 5
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE VARX6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 42
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9 VARIX10 VARI11
BEST EQUATION WITH 5 ARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAT MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR CORRC CORRELATTON
VARIX5 0.0792507 .8083390E- 2 9.80 0.83 0.357
.839815E
VARIX8 4.1327524 .642783E 0 6.43 -0.70 0.688 .506763E
VARIX9 0.1837772 .373962E- 1 4.91 0.60 0.763 .402249E
VAROABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR I STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
VARIX1 1.39 -0.21 0.864
.243958E
VARIX2 1.55 -0.24 0.866
.241252E
VARIX3 0.90 -0.14 0.860 .250477E
VARIX4 0.88 -0.14 0.860 .250698E
VARIX7 0.40 0.60 0.858
.254421E
VARI10 1.54 0.23 0.866 .241374E
VARI11 0.38 0.06 0.858 .254499E
E. S. S. .255394E 4
RESIDUAL ERROR .779795E 1
MULT CORR 0.857
INTERCEPT TERM 23.5593345
NUMBET OF EQUATIONS TOIED WAS 001
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APPENDIX C
An example of the computer program used
in one of the four cross section years. (1972)
65






0001 010.30 00.44 00.50 .007.89 -26.67 014.00 082.90 05.00 113.63
0001 078.06 0089.94
0002 090.00 07.18 04.00 034.80 000.28 008.28 -11.94 06.70 055.71
0002 020.24 0031.68
0003 009.00 00.81 00.60 006.28 008.00 015.00 007.23 07.60 074.07
0003 031.73 0066.24
0004 208.00 13.55 04.00 068.75 010.97 011.00 011.07 02.68 029.52
0004 082.50 0915.18
0005 055.00 20.27 01.50 050.00 -21.00 018.70 -21.40 03.50 066.07
0005 040.20 0042.90
0006 038.25 02.95 01.39 050.00 009.66 018.00 009.88 02.66 047.11
0006 687.00 0842.00
0007 045.00 04.42 02.00 042.36 978.00 090.00 104.00 05.44 045.24
W007 044.90 0049.90
W008 110.00 03.54 04.00 006.72 024.77 020.50 077.26 06.65 112.99
W008 134.55 0144.08
W009 028.60 02.00 01.80 007.10 000.00 013.00 000.00 06.94 090.00
W009 035.00 0051.30
W010 109.00 05.32 03.60 027.80 011.53 014.50 011.30 04.40 067.66
W010 103.00 0132.00
W011 013.10 00.95 00.35 007.63 179.40 025.50 245.00 04.11 036.84
W011 483.29 0681.76
W012 102.00 05.43 05.00 019.45 -18.70 020.50 -18.68 04.50 092.08
W012 027.42 0057.58
W013 030.00 01.60 01.10 016.00 005.96 016.00 017.78 04.41 068.75
W013 053.10 0061.60
W014 039.75 02.02 01.10 014.90 008.02 012.60 008.59 02.97 054.45
W014 448.50 0573.80
W015 035.00 01.67 01.60 012.75 -04.57 012.00 -05.71 07.90 095.80
W015 025.50 0029.40
W016 081.50 02.76 01.80 022.12 021.59 021.00 048.91 03.58 065.21
W016 218.80 0241.20
W017 043.00 01.15 01.05 012.85 -50.00 059.00 028.34 01.90 091.30
W017 766.00 0853.40
W018 004.25 00.16 00.13 002.66 -27.27 016.80 048.00 03.43 081.25
W018 275.88 0289.15
W019 264.00 10.11 06.50 059.52 008.00 022.50 018.00 02.46 052.02
W019 421.00 1400.00
W020 059.00 02.03 01.70 010.20 005.18 023.50 015.70 03.49 083.74
W020 067.45 0072.53
W021 051.00 02.16 01.10 019.45 -47.06 019.50 026.42 02.55 050.92
W021 603.00 0721.00
W022 029.50 01.00 01.00 007.93 003.09 020.50 002.82 05.50 100.00
W022 068.20 0076.60
W023 021.30 00.46 00.90 004.75 -06.12 032.50 006.67 04.23 108.69
W023 171.00 0197.00
W024 070.05 06.95 05.00 030.08 005.14 009.00 005.26 06.92 071.94
W024 062.80 0083.70
W025 051.00 02.59 01.40 023.25 -29.66 007.50 016.60 04.82 052.23
W025 589.80 0748.50
W026 068.00 02.62 01.20 024.00 024.76 017.00 024.89 02.52 045.80
W026 549.00 0930.50


























































028 073.00 04.00 02.60 034.84 041 34 016.00 040.50 05.36 065.00
028 108.70 0126.70
029 036.00 01.78 01.50 020.80 -01.11 024.00 -01.60 04.61 084.26
029 093.41 0105.43
030 011.30 00.61 00.60 004.22 041.86 014.60 041.70 05.31 045.90
030 031.68 0124.50
0031 012.20 00.75 00.80 017.50 -63.23 016.00 -58.38 05-47 106.66
0031 035.02 0073.55
0032 078.00 05.25 05.00 013.80 000.38 016.00 000.00 06.00 095.23
0032 027.70 0038.50
0033 024.00 00.24 00.40 011.99 -69.23 039.50 -51.11
02.20 166.66
0033 047.66 0054.69
0034 017.00 03.68 01.40 023.81 050.20 005.00 050.08 07.48 038.047
0034 069.21 0102.57
0035 029.40 01.94 01.00 008.30 025.16 012.50 021.74 0.483 051.54
0035 011.70 0017.20
0036 011.00 00.40 00.30 026.81 025.00 014.00 028.00 05.45 075.00
w036 021.45 0022.71
w037 017.30 00.55 00.45 047.00 -87.80 045.00 022.09 02.60 081.81
w037 170.31 0197.18
w038 033.00 03.18 01.50 033.00 119.00 013.00 120.00 07.17 047.16
w038 232.10 0480.60
w039 007.20 00.25 00.20 007.38 -64.29 011.50 -62.50 02.52 080.00
w039 022.14 0042.37
w040 017.80 00.73 0.60 009.40 014.57 008.38 015.62 10.80 219.17
w040 001.98 0002.55
w041 084.00 04.38 04.35 045.19 -07.00 022.00 -06.52 074.56 099.31
w041 086.27 0114.67
w042 028.60 01.81 01.10 011.91 067.59 021.50 086.88 05.40 060.77
w042 369.35 0476.95
w043 006.75 020.46 00.45 011.20 -81.89 003.20 001.82 06.42 060.82
w043 223.02 0250.69
w044 410.00 22.86 08.00 182.00 -12.96 008.70 -02.09 02.80 034.99
w044 032.90 0062.25
w045 003.50 00.12 00.13 001.83 -45.45 015.00 -44.74 03.96 108.33
w045 036.57 0040.43




























































Computer print-out of stepwise regression
analysis (Yr.1972), showing the process from the
beginning stage with one variable up to the stage
of final results.
Both the lst and 2nd parts of the study
are shown.
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CROSS 10/37/00 23/04/74 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ADS3/21
product
MATRIX OESVTM
CONST VARIX1 VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX6 VARIX7 VARIX8
CONST 46.0000 .260E 4 141.130 87.5000 .112E 4 936.240 897.760 950.520 222.500
VAR XI 2560E 4 .300E 6 .206E 5 .101E 5 .144E 6 .500E 5 .467E 5 .418E 5 .108E 5
VAR X2 141.130 .206E 5 116E 4 551.595 .803E 4
.510E 4 .242E 4 .246E 4 620.170
VARX3 87.5000 .101E 5 551 595 313.338 .369E 4 .226E 4 .153E 4 .137E 4 471.117
VARX4 .112E 4 .114E 6 .803E 4 .369E 4 .644E 5 .404E 5 .213E 5 .189E 5 475E 4
VARX5 986.240 .500E 5 .510E 4 .226E 4 .4074E 5 .106E 7 .844E 5 .184E 6 .634E 4
VARX6 897.760 .467E 5 .242E 4 .158E 4 .218E 5
.844E 5 .271E 5 264E 5 .393E 4
VARX7 950.520
.418E 5 .246E 4 .137E 4 .189E 5 .184ED 6 .264E 5 .137E 6 .489E 4
VARX8 222.300 .108E 5 624.170 421.117 475E 4 .634E 4 .393E 4 .489E 4 .125 E 4
VARX9 .356E 4 .167E 6 .854E 4 .631E 4 .704E 5 199E 5 .708E 5 475E 5 .182E 5
VARX10 .787E 4 .446E 6 .212E 5 .127E 5 .189E 6 .903E 5 .175E 6 .314E 6 .292E 5
VARX11 .119E 5 .982E 6 .480E 5 .25E 5 .357E 6 .178E 6 .248E 6
.455 E 6 .440E 5
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19/3'I10L) 23/06/74 TCL 190'0 STA I TSTICA L ANI.Y sIS X3
CROSS DRODUCT. MATRIX OBSVTM
VARIX9 VAPI10 VARI11
COMST .356E 4 .787E 4 .11oE 5
VARIX1 .167E 6 .441E 6 .982E 5
VARIX2 .854E 4 .212E 4 .480E 5
VARIX3 .131E 4 .127E 5 .255E 5
VARIX4 .704E 5 .189E 6 .357E 6
VARIX5 .199E 5 .903E 5 .178E 6
VARIX6 .708E 5 .176E 6 .248E 6
VARIX7 .475E 5 .314E 6 .455E 6
VARIX8 .182E 5 .299E 5 .440E 5
VARIX9 .329E 6 .506E 6. 708E 6
VARI10 .506E 6 .323E 7 .455E 7
VAR111 .708E 6 .455E 7 .790E 7
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19/37/46 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISEOSL SMOLYSIS XOS 3/20
COVARIANCE NATRIX OGSVTM
VARIX1 VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX5
VARIX7
VARIX1 5356.2123 279.8270 114.2332 1784.4536 120.3633 92.0117 266.3051
VARIX2 279.8270 16.1767 6.2920 101.7837 46.0561 7.3807 10.1893
VARIX3 114.2332 6.2920 3.2644 34.4894 8.5210 2.9440 9.7818
VARIX4 1784.4536 101.7837 34.4894 820.6152
361.7167 3.1392 95.7946
VARIX5 129.3633 46.0561 8.5210 361.7167 22992.898 1447.1586 3635.0060
VARIX6 92.0117 7.3807 2.9440 3.1392 1447.1586 213.8924 174.3334
VARIX7 266.3061 10.1893 9.7818 95.7946 3636.9060 174.3334 2598.2094
VARIX8 40.2845 1.2857 0.0386 15.1750 34.9950 9.0362 6.6124
VARIX9 758.7804 53.1447 10.4458 3698.8518 1253.7966 27.7820 579.2833
VARI10 28.0299 65.6959 50.9024 75.0717
1741.5099 500.2198 3354.3840
VARI11 6858.6002 253.4532 63.0811 1477.1018
1704.5549 358.2683 4652.6134
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19/31/49 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICOL ANAIYSIS XDS 3/21
COVARIANGE MATEIX OESVTM
VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI10 VARI11
VARIX1 40.2845 758.7804 28.0299 6608.6002
VARIX2 1.2857 53.1447 65.6959 256.4523
VARIX3 0.366 10.4438 50.9024 65.0811
VARIX4 15.1750 308.8518 75.0717 1477.1018
VARIX6 34.9050 1253.7+66 1741.5099 1704.5549
VARIX6 9.0362 27.7820 500.2198 358.2683
VARIX7 6.6124 579.5833 3354.3840 4652.6134
VARIX8 3.8326 21.9278 180.5193 299.9955
VARIX9 21.9278 1184.9592 2294.4645 4725.1816
VARI10 180.5193 2294.4645 41784.632 56002.650
VAR11 299.9955 4725.1816 56002.650 10722E
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19/37/59 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATSTOCA AMAOUSIS XDS 3/21
CORRELATION MATBIX OBSVTM
VARIX1 VARIX2 VARIX3 VARI4 VARIX5 VARIX6
VARIX1 1.000000 0.950638 0.863896 0.851151 0.0411657 0.085964
VARIX2 0.950638 1.000000 0.865852 0.886412 0.075517 0.125474
VARIX3 0.863896 0.865852 1.000000 0. 66368 0.131102 0.111412
VARIX4 0.851151 0.883412 0.666368 1.000000 0.083273 0.007493
VARIX5 0.011657 0.075517 0.031102 0.083273 1.000000 0.652562
VARIX6 0.085964 0.125474 0.111412 0.007493 0.652662 1.000000
0.470296 0.233855
VARIX7 0.071386 0.049700 0.106214 0.085605
0.117865 0.315600VARIX8 0.281164 0.163283 0.010911 0.270588
0.240203 0.055184VARIX9 0.301186 0.383851 0.167922 0.374051
0.056185 0.167323VARI10 0.001874 0.079907 0.137825 0.012820
VARI11 0.286194 0.194722 0.106623 0.157469 0.034330 0.074811
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VARLX1 O.071286 0.281164 0.301186
VARIX2 0.049700 0.163263 0.386851
VAROX3 0.106214 0.010911 0.167922
VAROX4 0.068695 0.270588 0.374051
VARIX5 0.470296 0.117885 0.240293
VAROX6 0.233855 0.315600 0.055184
VAROX7 1.000000 0.066263 0.330314
VARIX8 0.066263 1.000000 0.325382
VARIX9 0.330314 0.325382 1.000000
VARIX10 0.321934 0.451093 0.326078
























Lst Pait of Study yor 1972
19/40/14 23/04/74
ICL 1900 STAISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PARAMETER
100000 E- 5




VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI10 Vu
BEST EQUATION WITH 1 VARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION






VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT
PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME
CORR CORRELAIION
VARIX3 1.79 0.26 0.954
.21602E






VARIX7 0.51 -0.08 0.951
.230671E
VARIX8 2.96 -0.41 0.959
.192802E
VARIX9
1.50 0.22 0.953 .220603E
VARI10
1.71 0.25 0.954 .217383E
VARI11
2.31 0.33 0.956 .226480
E. S. S
.232079E 5
RESIDUAL ERROR .229663E 2
MULT CORR 0.951
INTERCEPT TERM 3.5036148
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 001
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lst pant of study yr. 1972
19/40/26 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PAPAMETER 100000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VARIX1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 43
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VAEIX2 VAEIX3 VAEIX4 VAEIX5 VAEIX6
VAEIX7 VAEIX8 VAEIX9 VAEIX10
ECST EQUQTION WITH 2 VARIABLFS IN THE SET











































































RESIDUAL ERROR 2117498 2
MULT CORR 0.959
INTERCEPT TERM 28.0588966
NUMBER OF EQUQTIONS TRIED WAS 002
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19/40/46 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS





VARI*2 VARI*3 VARI*4 VARI*5 VARI*6 VARI*7 VARI*8 VARI*9 VARI*10 VARI*11
BEST EQUATION WITH 3 VARIARLBS IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRFSSION STANOARD T STAT PART MULTIBLE E S S
VAME COEFF ERROR CORR CORRELATION
VARI*2 12.9125990 151184E 1 8.54 0.80 0.906 433450E
VARI*3 10.0331073 332054E 1 3.02 0.42 0.959 192802E
VARI*8 6.0782604 155403E 1 3.91 -0.52 0.954 2160625
VAEIABLFS NOT I THE REGRESSION SET
WAR I STAT PART MULILPLF E S S
VAME CORR CORRELATION
VARI*4 0.92 0.14 0.967 155101E
VARI*5 1.40 -0.21 0.968 151153E
VARI*6 0.56 -0.09 0.967 157147E
VARI*7 0.02 0.00 0.967 158373E
VARI*9 2.04 0.30 0.970 143721E
VARI*10 0.55 0.00 0.967 157204E
VARI*11 1.33 0.20 0.968 151861E
E.S.S158375E 5
RESIDUAL ERROR 194186E 2
MULT CORR 0.967
INTERCEPT THEM 27.2477238
NUMBER OF FQUATIOS TRIED WAS 003\
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STATISTICAL ANALYSISTCL 190023/04/7419/40156
5CUT OFF PARAMETER .100000EOBSVTMCOVAREGRESSION ANALYSIS
41DEGREES OF FREEDOMVARIX1DEPENDENT VARIABLE
INDEPE'JDFNT VARIABLES
VARIX9 VARI10 VNVARIX8VARTX7VARIX6VARIX5VARIx4VARIX3VARIX2
4 VARTARLFS IN THE SFTBEST EQUATION WITH
IN THE REGRESSION SETVARIABLES







.153441E 1 0.57 0.955 .211649E4.40VARIX8 6.7545479
.158378E0.34 0.9672.041
.962218E0.1967335VARIX9
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR
















003NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS
NAME COEFF
78
17/41/14 23/04/74 ICL 1900 STAISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000 E- 5
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE VARX1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 40
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX6 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI10 VH
BEST EQUATION WITH 5 ARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR CORRC CORRELATTON
VARIX2 14.5375711 .154536E 1 9.41 0.83 0.910 .412712E
VARIX3 7.3321184 .322827E 1
2.27 0.34 0.969
.154047E
VARIX8 5.3848418 .189771E 1 3.37 -0.47 0.965 .164964E
VARI9 0.2609194 .967043E- 1
2.70 0.39 0.968 .151861E
VARI11 0.0213138 .978393E- 2 2.18 0.33 0.970 .143721E
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR ]T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
VARIX4 1012 0.15 0.974 .124471E
VARIX5 0.80 -0.13 0.973 .126381E
VARIX6 0.74 -012 0.973 .126721E
VARIX7 0.34 0.05 0.973 .128091E
VARI10 0.80 -0.13 0.973
.126386E
E. S.S. .128479E 5
RESIDUAL ERROR .179220E 2
MULT CORR 0.973
INTERCEPT TERM 1.6655804
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 002
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And paif of sduoly you 1972
19/42/35 23/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICAL AHALYSIS
EGRESSION ANALYSI COVA OBSVTM CUT OFF ARAMETER 100000E - 5
DEPENDFNT VARIABLE
VARIX6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 44
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARIX2 VARIX3 VARIX4 VARIX5 VARIX7 VARIX8 VARIX9 VARI1O VARI11
BEST EQUATION WITH 1 VARIABLES TN THE SFT
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET




VARIX5 0.0629394 110177E - 1 5.71 0.65 0.000
.962516E
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MUI TIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
VARX1 0.68 -0.10 0.657 .546731E
VARIX2 1.56 -0.23 0.676 .523079E
VARIX3 1.16 -0.17 0.666 .535928E
VARIX4 0.54 -0.08 0.656 0548936E
VARIX7 0.72 -0.11 0.658 .546048E
VARIX8 4.10 -0.52 0.763 0402249E
VARIX9 14.97 0.29 0.688 .506763E
VARI10 1.84 0.27 0.684 .512464E
VARI11 0.85 0.13 0.660 .543535E
E. S. S .552641E 4
RESIDUAL ERROR 0112072E 2
MULT CORR 0.653
INTERCEPT TERM 18.1671016
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 001
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1972
TCL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS19/42/37 23/04/74
100000E 5CUT OFF PARAMETERREGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA OBSVIM
43DEPENDENT VARIABLE VARIX6 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARI 11VARI 10VARIX9VARIX7 VARTX8VARIX3 VARIXSVARIX4VARIX2
2 VARIABLFS IN THE SETBEST EQUATION WITH
VATAR FS IN THE REGRESSION SET
E S SPART MULTIPLET STATSTANnARDREGRESSIONV A R
COiRELATIONCORRERRORCOEFFNAME
866646VARI*5 0.0674653 0.732 7.05 0.316957523E
0.52 552641E0.653O 4.012.973693 741646EVARI*8
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET














001NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS
81
1972
TCL 1900 STATISTICAL. ANALYSIS19/42/39 23/04/74
CUT OFF PARAMETER .100000E-5REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA ORSVTM
42DEGREES OF FREEDOMDEPENDFNT VARIABLE VAR1X6
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
VARI11VARIX10VARIX9VARIX8VARIX7VARIX5VARIX4VARIX3VARIX2
3 VARTABIFS IN THE SFTBEST EQUATION WITH
TN TRE REGRESSION SETVARIABLES
MULIPLEPART E S ST STATREGRFSSION STANDARDVAR
CORR CORRELATIONERRORCOEFFNAME
0.3572 .839315E.9.80 0.830.0792507 .808390E-VARIX5
-0.70 0.6886.43 .506763E4.1327524 •642783E 0VARIX8
402249E0,60 0.7631 4.91
.373962E-0.1837772VRIX9






















Extracts from editorial of South China Morning
Post dated April 17, 1974.
The brokers have changed their guess
of a month ago that the Hang Seng would fluctuate
between 350 and 400 points to a prediction of swings
between 300 and 350 (yesterday's fresh fall to
336.80 has brought that chicken home to roost
already.)
Forex say that recent company profit
announcements have been worse than they had anticip-
ated. "We expected poor earnings for this year,
but it seems that the latter part of last year had
already presented problems to many firms", said
the letter
WAle share Business News's amazement
about how some companies were able to float off to
the public during the boom days at all
It seems to agree with our lead
story on Tuesday warning exchange chiefs that more
information on the affairs of public companies is
probably the only way that will tempt foreign and
local investors back to the market.
The brokers' comment on this was: "We
advocate more stringent accounting principles, fully
consolidated balance sheets and comprehensive earn-
ings breakdowns. Now that the horse has bolted
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1香
港
中
文
大
學
嶺
南
工
商
管
理
研
究
所
盈
利
、
股
息
、
凈
資
產
與
香
港
股
票
市
價
的
研
究
黃
漢
寧
作
一
九
七
四
年
五
月
一
前
言
：
本
港
股
票
市
場
於
1964
年
漸
趨
蓬
勃
後
，
在
短
短
十
年
間
，
經
歷
了
1967 年
之
政
治
風
暴
，
1973
年
前
後
之
暴
起
驟
跌
，
驚
濤
駭
浪
，
一
次
超
過
一
次
，
但
有
關
股
票
投
資
的
專
題
研
究
，
始
終
寥
寥
可
2數
。
本
港
投
資
者
對
股
票
市
價
变
動
的
預
測
，
通
常
只
是
以
西
方
股
市
的
傳
統
觀
念
和
研
究
所
得
為
準
則
。
然
而
，
本
港
和
西
方
國
家
的
經
濟
、
社
會
、
政
治
、
及
文
化
背
景
畢
竟
有
異
，
這
些
西
方
的
觀
念
，
在
本
港
是
否
完
全
適
合
，
實
在
值
得
懷
疑
。
針
對
這
一
點
，
作
者
仍
搜
集
了
1969
年
至
1972
年
間
本
港
股
票
市
場
四
十
六
種
成
交
活
躍
的
上
市
公
司
有
關
每
年
盈
利
，
股
息
，
凈
資
產
與
股
票
市
值
的
資
料
，
分
別
作
了
八
次
橫
切
面
的
複
迥
歸
分
析
研
究
，
以
印
証
西
方
學
說
在
本
港
的
可
行
性
；
并
比
較
美
國
與
本
港
股
市
內
、
決
定
股
票
市
值
變
化
因
素
的
異
同
。
3二
美
國
股
票
市
值
變
動
因
素
簡
介
：
對
股
票
市
值
之
變
動
，
美
國
學
者
一
般
强
調
盈
利
的
影
响
力
，
認
為
是
決
定
股
值
昇
降
之
首
要
因
素
。
惟
對
股
息
的
作
用
，
則
有
兩
派
不
同
的
觀
念
，
有
以
為
股
息
消
弱
公
司
的
增
長
力
，
所
以
對
投
資
者
財
富
的
增
長
有
不
良
的
影
响
；
亦
有
以
為
股
息
加
强
投
資
者
對
公
司
業
務
的
信
心
，
能
助
長
股
票
市
值
之
上
漲
。
呈
於
凈
資
產
的
影
响
力
，
則
向
為
美
國
學
者
視
為
無
関
輕
重
，
而
鮮
有
深
入
研
究
者
。
4三
研
究
設
計
：
作
者
從
南
華
早
報
及
華
僑
日
報
1969
至
1972
年
間
每
日
股
市
行
情
報
導
中
，
先
選
取
四
十
六
家
公
司
之
股
票
市
值
變
動
為
研
究
對
象
，
兩
分
別
由
各
該
公
司
年
報
、
恆
生
銀
行
及
新
鴻
基
證
券
公
司
之
證
券
研
究
部
門
搜
集
有
関
該
等
公
司
在
1969
至
1972
年
期
間
之
股
息
、
盈
利
、
及
凈
資
產
等
資
料
，
作
為
分
析
的
根
據
。
根
據
這
四
年
資
料
，
每
年
作
兩
種
橫
切
面
式
(Cross
Section
Qnalysis
)
的
複
迥
歸
分
析
研
究
。
第
一
種
分
析
研
究
將
市
價
盈
利
率
(Price-
5Eatnings
R
atio
)
與
盈
利
、
盈
利
增
長
、
股
息
、
凈
資
產
等
一
併
列
為
自
變
數
(Independen
Vatiables)
，
分
析
其
對
倚
變
數
(Deperdent
Variable)
股
票
市
值
變
動
的
影
响
力
。
第
二
種
分
析
則
將
市
價
盈
利
率
作
為
倚
變
數
，
分
析
其
與
變
數
間
的
相
互
関
係
。
四
分
析
結
果
：
根
據
這
四
十
六
家
分
司
四
年
間
資
料
所
作
的
人
次
複
迥
歸
分
析
結
果
，
顯
示
變
數
間
相
關
程
度
的
強
弱
與
方
向
(Sign
of
G
rrelation),
每
次
都
極
為
吻
合
，
相
同
率
達
百
分
之
九
十
以
上
。
因
此
，
下
面
6的
結
論
應
可
置
信
。
一
如
美
國
，
公
司
盈
利
多
少
對
股
票
市
值
的
上
落
有
着
決
定
性
的
影
响
力
。
從
第
一
種
分
析
結
果
中
發
現
，
市
值
的
變
化
有
百
分
之
七
十
八
以
上
是
由
盈
利
的
多
寡
所
造
成
，
在
1972
年
，
其
影
响
力
且
達
百
分
之
九
十
以
上
。
決
定
股
票
市
值
變
動
的
第
二
大
因
素
為
股
息
，
倘
與
公
司
盈
利
合
計
，
則
兩
者
左
右
股
票
市
值
變
的
影
响
力
高
達
百
分
之
十
五
以
上
。
第
二
種
分
析
結
果
則
顯
示
溜
須
派
息
率
(Payout
R
atis)
與
週
息
(Yield)
7因
為
決
定
市
價
盈
利
率
高
低
之
兩
項
主
要
因
素
。
市
價
盈
利
率
對
股
票
市
價
的
影
响
，
隨
年
度
不
同
而
有
出
入
。
分
析
結
果
顯
示
，
1969
年
度
至
1972
年
度
間
，
其
影
响
力
甚
弱
，
可
見
該
因
素
對
市
價
推
測
的
功
能
並
不
如
一
般
投
資
者
想
像
之
有
效
。
但
在
1970
至
1971
年
間
，
根
據
資
料
分
析
結
果
，
該
因
素
的
影
响
力
仍
相
當
重
要
。
在
欣
欣
向
榮
的
股
市
中
(
如
1972
後
半
年
的
情
況
)
，
盈
利
的
增
長
(gtratb
of
Earnings)
，
或
更
正
確
一
點
說
，
投
資
者
對
某
公
司
盈
8利
增
長
的
看
法
(Expecfed
G
ranofb
of
Earnings)
,
對
投
票
市
價
顯
示
強
大
的
影
响
力
。
但
在
穩
定
的
股
市
中
(
如
1969
至
1971
年
間
景
況
)
，
該
因
素
對
股
票
市
價
上
落
幾
全
無
相
関
。
此
種
現
象
與
投
資
者
一
般
態
度
極
為
吻
合
。
因
為
在
穩
定
的
股
市
中
，
一
般
投
資
者
均
著
重
每
股
盈
利
(Eavnings
Pot
Share)
,
而
要
急
劇
上
昇
的
股
市
中
，
投
資
者
則
重
視
盈
利
的
增
長
情
況
。
在
美
國
被
目
為
無
足
輕
重
的
凈
資
產
值
，
在
本
港
股
市
中
却
佔
有
一
定
的
地
位
，
對
股
票
中
值
同
樣
具
有
決
定
性
的
影
响
，
尤
以
1969
及
1971
年
為
然
，
此
種
現
象
的
造
成
，
主
要
有
下
列
幾
點
因
素
9：
⑴
香
港
地
產
稀
少
，
近
幾
年
未
價
值
急
暴
利
昇
。
⑵
香
港
的
公
司
極
少
有
精
確
的
商
業
預
測
，
但
資
產
價
值
則
較
易
估
計
。
⑶
一
般
投
資
者
缺
乏
先
進
的
投
資
知
識
，
以
為
此
等
知
識
太
空
泛
，
反
認
為
資
產
價
值
比
較
實
際
。
五
總
結
：
除
凈
資
產
的
作
用
互
有
差
異
外
，
美
國
的
投
資
觀
念
在
本
港
10
大
致
通
用
，
即
投
資
者
都
以
獲
取
最
大
的
資
本
增
值
或
投
資
報
酬
為
其
投
資
鵠
的
。
然
香
港
股
畢
竟
歷
史
甚
短
，
故
投
資
者
參
差
不
齊
，
比
較
遠
於
投
機
，
且
缺
乏
先
進
的
投
資
知
識
。
不
過
，
作
者
認
為
隨
着
投
資
者
經
驗
的
增
加
與
法
律
的
適
當
管
制
，
香
港
與
美
國
的
股
票
投
資
將
更
超
相
同
。


